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	Coaching as a field has mushroomed in recent years. Thousands of new coaches enter the field after only completing short and superficial training programmes. The problem with this is that coaching is not i) something you can simply learn in a short programme ii) a superficial practice.


	The books available on coaching tend to just reinforce this by going over coaching methodology, without delving into what it really means to be a coach. The Coaching Secret remedies this by going beneath the surface, looking at what it really means to be a coach and showing how you can go from simply understanding the basic coaching process to truly connecting and relating to the client - and becoming a master coach.


	The author brings over 20 years of coaching practice in big corporations to help you move beyond the novice/superficial coach to becoming an expert/master coach. He brings together experience, theory, case studies and lots of interactive work to essentially coach the coach and help them achieve a superior coaching level.


	Key reader outcomes 

	
		Practical assistance to become a better coach – moving from novice to expert to master.
	
		Increased confidence in your personal coaching competence.
	
		Greater clarity to the value of the coaching relationship and how we coach.
	
		New perspectives on coaching methods.
	
		To answer for yourself some of the crucial questions of the coach including: Who is the coach? How do you coach? And why do you coach?
	
		To deepen your understanding of coaching and to demystify the inner process through which we develop our competency and practice.
	
		To awaken the coach to discover new ways of seeing, thinking, sensing, resolving and relating.
	
		To progress the profession – in offering a new vision of coaching that recognises and evolves the role of the coach.
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SPSS for Introductory and Intermediate Statistics: SPSS for Introductory StatisticsPsychology Press, 2004

	This book is designed to help students learn how to analyze and interpret research data with basic
	statistics. It is intended to be a supplemental text in an introductory (undergraduate or graduate)
	statistics or research methods course in the behavioral sciences or education and it can be used in
	conjunction with any mainstream text....
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Visio 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Visio® 2007 Bible is as comprehensive a guide to the popular Microsoft diagramming software as a book of less than 1000 pages can be. Covering both Visio Standard and Visio Professional, this book explains Visio fundamentals as well as more advanced techniques that help you master any type of diagram. It also describes in detail how to use each...
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Self Improvement: 30 Days of Transformation: Powerful Ways To Be A Better Version Of YourselfIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	
		Learn how to use the power of mind to heal yourself....

	
		Have you ever worried about your emotional or physical health?

	
		Would you like to get rid of all the reasons that cause all your pains and discomforts?

	
		Or maybe, you are just looking for a guide to boost your confidence and self-esteem?
...
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Systematic Design for Emergence in Cellular Nonlinear Networks: With Applications in Natural Computing and Signal Processing-Springer, 2008
The main problem addressed in this book came out during a Fulbright research fellowship stage at U.C. Berkeley (California, USA, 1996–1998). Then, I had the opportunity to work in the research group of Leon Chua on a subject called CNN (cellular neural/nonlinear network). The CNN, developed in the end of the 1980s was an important step ahead...
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Web Sites Do-It-Yourself For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	If you’re feeling left out of the mad scramble to establish a presence on the Internet, relax — you’re not alone. And it’s not too late.


	Despite the hype, many small businesses, clubs, and families still don’t have Web sites. And, even if you already have a site, you’re not alone if you’re...
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Public Speaking and Presentations DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Take the mystery out of effective, fear-free public speaking

This latest book in the Demystified series takes the    confusion out of preparing for and delivering speeches    and presentations. Public Speaking and Presentations    Demystified walks you step-by-step through the fundamentals    of the subject and provides you...
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